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Fees for customs clearance
3. In paragraph 9 of the Scheme the amount of " 80p " shall be deleted and " 90p " inserted in its place.

Cash on delivery parcels
4. In sub-paragraph (3)(a) of paragraph 21 of the Scheme the amount" 50p " shall be deleted and " 60p " inserted hi its place.

Delivery free of charges
5. In sub-paragraph (1)(6) of paragraph 22 of the Scheme the amount" SOp " shall be deleted and " 60p " inserted in its place.

Insured parcels and uninsured parcels containing valuables
6. In sub-paragraph (l)(i) of paragraph 23 of the Scheme the second sentence shall be deleted and the following substituted:

" At the request of the sender, the Post Office may furnish a duplicate of such certificate on payment of such charge as the
Post Office may fix in the particular case."

Advice of delivery (outgoing insured parcels only), enquiries and claims for compensation
7. In sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 26 of the Scheme the amount" 22$p " shall be deleted and " 20p " inserted in its place.

Parcels in bond
8. In sub-paragraph (5)(a) of paragraph 27 of the Scheme the amount " £2-50 " shall be deleted and " £2-70 " inserted in its

place.
Rates of postage on parcels

9.—(1) In Part 1 of Schedule 1 to the Scheme the word " Malaya " shall be deleted and the word " Malaysia " inserted in its
place.

(2) In Part 1 of Schedule 1 to the Scheme the entries for " Sabah " and " Sarawak " shall be deleted.
(3) For Part 2 of Schedule 1 to the Scheme there shall be substituted the following:

" PART 2
Postage chargeable under paragraph 5(2) on certain outgoing parcels according to weight

Weight not
exceeding

1 kg
2kg
3kg
4kg
5kg
6kg
7kg
8 kg
9kg

10kg
15kg
20 ks

£
1-30
1-67
2-00
2-20
2-35
2-50
2-65
2-80
2-95
3-10

10-70
13-35

Parcels in bond
10. For Schedule 4 to the Scheme there shall be substituted the following:

"SCHEDULE 4
Paragraph 27 PARCELS IN BOND

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
Number of

parcels: £ £
Not exceeding 2 2-75 1-35
3 to 20; per parcel 1-10 0-55
21 and over 22-00 11-00"

Application of Post Office Inland Post Scheme
11.—(1) In Schedule 5 to the Scheme the reference to " Paragraph 30 " shall be deleted and " Paragraph 31 " inserted in its

place.
(2) The following shall be added to Schedule 5 of the Scheme:

" Paragraph 23 (Parcels) Sub-paragraph 23(4) shall apply to the delivery of incoming parcels transmitted by post
under this Scheme."

Dated 23rd March 1983
Signed on behalf of the Post Office by L. H. Kingsbury (a person authorised by the Post Office to act in that behalf).

(822)

POST OFFICE SCHEME P3/1983
NOTE: The Scheme which follows this note has been made under Section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969 and amends the Post Office
Inland Post Scheme 1979. The Scheme, which will come into operation on 5th April 1983, provides for the raising of postal rates,
fees and compensation limits generally, the extension of the Datapost service to the Isle of Man, and sundry minor alterations to
conditions and procedures.

(This note is not part of the Scheme)
THE POST OFFICE INLAND POST AMENDMENT (No. 11) SCHEME 1983

Made llth March 1983
Coming into operation 5th April 1983

The Post Office, by virtue of the powers conferred upon it by Section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969, and all other powers
enabling it in this behalf, hereby makes the following Scheme:
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Commencement and Citation
1.—(1) This Scheme shall come into operation on 5th April 1983 and may be cited as the Post Office Inland Post Amendment

(No. 11) Scheme 1983.
(2) This Scheme shall be read as one with the Post Office Inland Post Scheme 1979 (Post Office Scheme PI/1979) (hereinafter

called " the Scheme ") as amended by the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 1) Scheme 1979 (Post Office Scheme PS/1979),
the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 2) Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme PI/1980), the Post Office Inland Post Amendment
(No. 3) Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme P6/1980), the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 4) Scheme 1981 (Post Office Scheme
PI/1981), the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 5) Scheme 1981 (Post Office Scheme PS/1981), the Post Office Inland Post
Amendment (No. 6) Scheme 1981 (Post Office Scheme PI 1/1981), the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 7) Scheme 1981
(Post Office Scheme P12/1981), the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 8) Scheme 1981 (Post Office Scheme PIS/1981), the
Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 9) Scheme 1982 (Post Office Scheme PI/1982) and the Post Office Inland Post Amend-
ment (No. 10) Scheme 1983 (Post Office Scheme PI/1983).

Interpretation
2. In sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 3 of the Scheme, the definition of " articles for the blind " shall be deleted and the following

inserted in its place:
" " articles for the blind " and " blind person " have the meanings assigned to them by paragraph 24; "

Additional postage on late posted packets
3. In sub-paragraph (3)(a) of paragraph 6 of the Scheme, the words " the amount of the deficiency;" shall be deleted and the

words " such as the Post Office may determine;" inserted in their place.

Additional postage on certain parcels
4. In sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 7 of the Scheme, the figure " 12 " shall read " 10 ".

Unpaid or underpaid postage
5.—(1) In sub-paragraph (l)(a) of paragraph 13 of the Scheme, the words " an amount equal to twice the amount of the postage,

or as the case may be, of the deficiency ;" shall be deleted and the words " such amount as the Post Office may determine;" inserted
in their place.

(2) In sub-paragraph (1)(6) of paragraph 13 of the Scheme, the words " an amount equal to that sum, or as the case may be,
to the amount of the deficiency." shall be deleted and the words " such amount as the Post Office may determine." inserted in their
place.

Postmarks
6. The following sub-paragraph shall be inserted after sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 14 of the Scheme:
" (3) The Post Office may charge such fee for the cancellation with a special postmark of postage stamps affixed to postal

packets as it may from time to time determine."

Articles for the blind
7. The following sub-paragraph shall be inserted after sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 24 of the Scheme:

" (3) In this Scheme the expression " blind person " means:
(i) a person registered as blind with a local authority under the provisions of the National Assistance Act 1948; and
(ii) a person whose standard of close-up vision with the aid of spectacles is N12 or less who is not registered as blind;

and " the blind " shall be construed accordingly."

Express delivery
8.—(1) In sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 28 of the Scheme, after the words '* throughout the whole " and before the words

" of its course " there shall be inserted the words " or part".
(2) In sub-paragraph (5) of paragraph 28 of the Scheme, the words " if the addressee refuses to pay the amount payable in

respect of the deficiency, it shall be paid by the sender." shall be deleted and the words " there shall be payable by the addressee on
the delivery of the packet, or, if the packet is refused or cannot for any other reason be delivered, by the sender, such amount as the
Post Office may determine." inserted in their place.

Redirection by the public
9. In sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 32 of the Scheme, the words " an amount equal to that which would be charged and

prepayable thereon if, instead of being redirected, it were posted anew to that address (otherwise than as a registered postal packet
or a recorded delivery packet)," shall be deleted and the words " such an amount as the Post Office may determine," inserted in
their place. The words " served from " shall be deleted and the word " in " inserted in their place.

Compulsory registration
10. In sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 40 of the Scheme, the words " an additional sum equal to the difference between the

amount of the postage paid thereon and the amount of the postage which would have been payable if the letter had been posted as
a first class letter." shall be deleted and the words " such additional amount as the Post Office may determine." inserted in their
place.

Compensation for certain other postal packets
11. In sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 47 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, the figure " £16- 50 " shall read " £17 ".

Cash on delivery—fees and conditions
12. In sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 48 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, the figure " £300 " shall read " £350 ".

Jury summonses in Northern Ireland
13. In paragraph 54 of the Scheme the figure " ip " shall read " Ip ".

Services not available for packets to and from the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland.
14. In paragraph 58 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, after the words " throughout the whole " and before the words

" of its course " there shall be inserted the words " or part". After the word " Guernsey " there shall be inserted the following:
" or the Isle of Man ".

Compensation for certain postal packets to and from the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man and the Republic of Ireland
15. In paragraph 67 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, the figure " £16-50 " shall read " £17 ".
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Cash on delivery packets to and from the Channel Islands or to and from the Isle of Man
16. In sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 68 of the Scheme, after the words " or a parcel" and before the words " with respect

to which " there shall be inserted the words " or, in the case of packets to and from places in the Isle of Man, a Datapost packet".

Customs regulations, prepayment of duty and clearance of incoming packets
17. In sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 70 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, the figure " 75p " shall read " 90p " in both

places where it occurs.

Incoming packets in bond
18.—(1) In sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 71 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, the content of the table shall read as

follows:
" Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Number of packets Fee Fee
Not exceeding 2 ... £2-75 £1-40
Between 3 and 19 inclusive £1-10 per packet SSp per packet
Exceeding 19 £22-00 £11-00"

(2) In sub-paragraph (5)(a) of paragraph 71 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, the figure " £2 • 50 " shall read " £2 • 70 ".
The words and figures " £1-50 for each parcel" shall be deleted and the following inserted in their place:

" according to the scale of fees set out in table following:

TABLE
Column 1 Column 2

Number of parcels Fee
Between 2 and 9 inclusive £1 • 50 per parcel
Between 10 and 30 inclusive £15-00
Exceeding 30 50p per parcel "

(3) In sub-paragraph (5)(6) of paragraph 71 of the Scheme as subsequently amended, the figure " 20p " shall read " 50p ".

Postings in the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland
19. In sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 72 of the Scheme, the words " Without prejudice to the application of paragraph 3(6),

in " shall be deleted and the word " In " inserted in their place.

Letter and parcel rates
20. The following amendments are made to Schedule 1 to the Scheme as subsequently amended:

(1) In column 2 of item l(a), " 15£p " shall read " £16p ".
(2) Items (6)(i) and (£>)(ii) of column 2 of item 1 shall be deleted and the following shall be substituted:

" (6)0) For transmission as a first class letter—

Weight not exceeding 60g Such rate, not exceeding 17p,as
the Post Office may fix

Exceeding 60g, but not exceeding lOOg, 23p
Exceeding lOOg, but not exceeding 150g, 29p
Exceeding 150g, but not exceeding 200g, 36p
Exceeding 200g, but not exceeding 250g, 43p
Exceeding 250g, but not exceeding 300g, 50p
Exceeding 300g, but not exceeding 350g, SSp
Exceeding 350g, but not exceeding 400g, 66p
Exceeding 400g, but not exceeding 450g, 74p
Exceeding 450g, but not exceeding 500g, 82p
Exceeding 500g, but not exceeding 750g £1-22
Exceeding 750g, but not exceeding lOOOg, £1-62
Exceeding lOOOg: For each additional 250g or part thereof 40p

(ii) For transmission as a second class letter—
Weight not exceeding 60g, Such rate, not exceeding 13£p, as

the Post Office may fix
Exceeding 60g, but not exceeding lOOg, 17p
Exceeding lOOg, but not exceeding 150g, 21p
Exceeding 150g, but not exceeding 200g 27p
Exceeding 200g, but not exceeding 250g, 33p
Exceeding 250g, but not exceeding 300g, 39p
Exceeding 300g, but not exceeding 350g 45p
Exceeding 350g, but not exceeding 400g, 51p
Exceeding 400g, but not exceeding 450g 57p
Exceeding 450g, but not exceeding 500g 63p
Exceeding 500g, but not exceeding 750g 95p"

(3) Column 2 of item 4(a) shall be deleted and the following shall be substituted:
" Weight not exceeding 1kg, £1-30

Exceeding 1kg, but not exceeding 2kg £1-67
Exceeding 2kg, but not exceeding 3kg £2-00
Exceeding 3kg, but not exceeding 4kg £2-20
Exceeding 4kg, but not exceeding 5kg £2-35
Exceeding 5kg, but not exceeding 6kg £2-50
Exceeding 6kg, but not exceeding 7kg £2-65
Exceeding 7kg, but not exceeding 8kg £2-80
Exceeding 8kg, but not exceeding 9kg, £2-95
Exceeding 9kg, but not exceeding 10kg £3-10"

(4) Column 2 of item 4(6) shall be deleted and the following shall be substituted:
" The appropriate rate in paragraphs (a) or (c), reduced by such amount as the Post Office may fix."
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Postal facilities

21. The following amendments are made to Schedule 3 to the Scheme as subsequently amended:
(1) It item 3, " lOp " shall read " No fee ".
(2) In item 4," 22±p " shall read " 20p " and " 45p " shaU read " 50p ".
(3) It item 7(l)(a), " £40 " shall read " such as the Post Office may fix ".
(4) In item 7(1)(6), " £25 " shall read " £26 ".
(5) In item 8A(l)(a), " £30 " shall read " £32-50 ".
(6) In item 8A(1)(6), " £60 " shall read " £65 ".
(7) In item 8A(4), A £100 " shall read " £105 ".
(8) In item 8A(5), " £30 " shall read " £32-50 " in both places where it occurs.
(9) In items 9A(l)(a) and 9A(l)(d)," £30 " shall read " £32-50 ".

(10) In item 9A(1)(6), " £60 " shall read " £65 ".
(11) In item 9A(2), " £30 " shall in each instance read " £32-50 ".
(12) In item 10A(1), " £2 " shall read " £2-25 ".
(13) In item 10A(2), " £5 " shall read " £5-50 ".
(14) In item 10A(3), " £12 " shall read " £13 ".
(15) In item 10A(4), " £35 " shall read " £45 ".

In item 10B, " £l -75 " shall read " £2 ".
(17) In item 11, " £100 " shall read " £105 ".
(18) In item 12(1), " £30 " shall read " £32-50 ".
(19) In item 14, " £10 " shall read " £10-50 ".
(20) In item 15, " £25 " shall read " £26 ".
(21) In items 17A(a) and 17A(6), " £40 " shall read " such as the Post Office may fix ".
(22) In item 17B, " £1 -25 " shall read " £1-50 ".

Express delivery services
22. In column 1 of item 1 of Schedule 4 to the Scheme, after the words " throughout the whole " and before the words " course

of the packet in the post" there shall be inserted the words " or part of the ".

Registered postal packets
23. The following amendments are made to Schedule 5 to the Scheme as subsequently amended:

(1) In column 1 of Part I, " £1 -05 " shall read " £1 • 10 " and " £1 • 10 " shall read " £1 -20 ".
(2) In column 2 of Part I, " £1000 " shall read " £1250 " and " £1500 " shall read " £1750 ".

Compensation Fee parcel service
24. The following amendments are made to Schedule 6 to the Scheme as subsequently amended:

(1) In column 1 of Part I, " 25p " shall read " 27p ", " 35p " shall read " 37p ", " 50p " shall read " 55p " and " 65p "
shall read " 70p ".

(2) In column 2 of Part I," £50 " shall read " £60 "," £100 " shall read " £125 "," £200 " shall read " £225 " and " £300 "
shall read " £350 ".

Recorded delivery packets
25. In column 1 of Part I of Schedule 7 to the Scheme as subsequently amended, " 18p " shall read " 20p ".
Dated llth March 1983.

Signed on behalf of the Post Office by M D Holmes (a person authorised by the Post Office to act in that behalf).
(803)

POST OFFICE SCHEME P4/1983

Letter Post Scheme 1982. The Scheme, which comes into operation on 5th April 1983, revises postal charges generally.

(This note is not part of the Scheme)
THE POST OFFICE OVERSEAS LETTER POST AMENDMENT (No. 2) SCHEME 1983

Made 23rd March 1983
Coming into operation 5th April 1983

The Post Office by virtue of the powers conferred upon it by section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969, and of all other powers enabling
it in this behalf, hereby makes the following Scheme:

Commencement and citation
1.—(1) This Scheme shall come into operation on 5th April 1983 and may be cited as the Post Office Overseas Letter Post

Amendment (No. 2) Scheme 1983.
(2) This Scheme shall be read as one with the Post Office Overseas Letter Post Scheme 1982 (Post Office Scheme P2/1982)

(hereinafter called " the Scheme ") as amended by the Post Office Overseas Letter Post Amendment (No. 1) Scheme 1982 (Post
Office Scheme P6/1982).

Air mail packets
2. In paragraph 9(a) of the Scheme, the amount" 24p " shall be deleted and " 26p " inserted in its place.

Bulk posting in mail bags
3.—(1) In sub-paragraph (l)(a) of paragraph 10 of the Scheme, the amount" 80p " shall be deleted and " 85p " inserted in its

place.
(2) In sub-paragraph (l)(d) of paragraph 10 of the Scheme, the amount" £1 -00 " shall be deleted and " £1 -05 " inserted in its

place.

Prohibitions
4. The following sub-paragraph shall be inserted after sub-paragraph (2)(£) of paragraph 11 of the Scheme as subsequently

amended:
" (/) whereon the payment of any postage or fees is denoted by an adhesive stamp or stamps, and where the stamp or

stamps have not been securely affixed in such manner as the Post Office may require."
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